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Muon g − 2 in a Uð1Þ-symmetric two-Higgs-doublet model
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We show in this paper that, in a Uð1Þ-symmetric two-Higgs-doublet model, the two additional neutral
Higgs bosons would become nearly degenerate in the large tan β regime, under the combined constraints
from both theoretical arguments and experimental measurements. As a consequence, the excess observed in
the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon could not be addressed in the considered framework,
following the usual argument where these two neutral scalars are required to manifest a large mass
hierarchy. On the other hand, we find that, with an Oð1Þ top-Yukawa coupling and a relatively light
charged Higgs boson, large contributions from the two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams can account
for the muon g − 2 anomaly at the 1σ level, in spite of a large cancellation between the scalar
and pseudoscalar contributions. Furthermore, the same scenario can survive the tight constraints from
the B-physics observables.
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SM
−11
Δaμ ¼ aexp
μ − aμ ¼ ð288  80Þ × 10

I. INTRODUCTION
There is a long-standing deviation between the standard
model (SM) prediction and the experimental measurement
for aμ ≡ ðg − 2Þ=2, the anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon [1–5]. The precision measurement of aμ has been
conducted by the E821 experiment at Brookhaven National
Laboratory [6], with the current world-averaged result
given by [7]
−11
aexp
;
μ ¼ 116592091ð54Þð33Þ × 10

ð1Þ

where the first error is statistical and the second is
systematic. The two next generation muon g − 2 experiments at Fermilab [8] and at J-PARC [9] have also been
designed to reach a 4 times better precision. If we adopt the
SM prediction from the Particle Data Group [7],
−11
aSM
;
μ ¼ 116591803ð1Þð42Þð26Þ × 10

ð2Þ

where the errors are due to the electroweak, lowest-order
hadronic, and higher-order hadronic contributions, respectively, the difference between experiment and theory
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ð3Þ

would show a 3.6σ discrepancy, hinting at tantalizing new
physics (NP) beyond the SM.
There exist various NP scenarios to explain the muon
g − 2 excess; for recent and thorough reviews, see, e.g.,
Refs. [1–5]. In this paper, we will consider the two-Higgsdoublet model (2HDM) [10,11], a simple extension of the
SM Higgs sector, as a prospective solution to the muon
g − 2 anomaly. It has been pointed out that the anomaly can
be hardly addressed in the type-II 2HDM with a small
pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass around 40 GeV [12,13].
This is mainly because the charged Higgs boson mass is
now restricted to be larger than 580 GeV by the branching
ratio of the inclusive B̄ → Xs γ decay [14], and the
resulting mass splitting between the pseudoscalar and
the charged Higgs boson would violate the electroweak
precision measurements as well as the flavor physics data
[15–22]. For the lepton-specific 2HDM, while it can
accommodate Δaμ at the 2σ level with the parameter
space 10 ≲ MA ≲ 30 GeV, 200 ≲ M H;H ≲ 350 GeV, and
30 ≲ tan β ≲ 50, the 1σ-level fitted region [13,23] is
already excluded by the lepton universality data in Z
and τ decays [24,25]. In a general 2HDM with tree-level
flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) at the chargedlepton sector, the muon g − 2 anomaly can be accounted
for with a sizeable μ − τ violating coupling [26–29].
A reasonable solution to the anomaly can also be provided
in the aligned 2HDM [30–33]. Generically, however, all
these scenarios mentioned require a significant mass
splitting between the scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs
bosons.
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In our previous work [34], a general 2HDM endowed
with electroweak-scale right-handed neutrinos was considered to explain the B-physics anomalies RDðÞ [35–43] and
RKðÞ [44,45], as well as the neutrino mass problem. We
proposed a global Uð1Þ symmetry to induce the sub-eV
neutrinos indicated by the neutrino oscillation experiments
[46–48]. In addition, a large value of tan β, the ratio of the
two Higgs vacuum expectation values, is favored in light
of the RDðÞ fits. As will be shown in Sec. II, in such a
large tan β regime, the scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs
bosons would become nearly degenerate, as is required by
the combined constraints from both theoretical arguments
and experimental measurements. As a consequence, an
explanation of the muon g − 2 anomaly in our scenario
cannot be realized in the usual way. However, with
the particular up-quark FCNC texture specified in
Refs. [34,49], we will illustrate in this paper that, in
spite of the large cancellation between the scalar and
pseudoscalar contributions, the 1σ range of Δaμ can be
accommodated through the two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams [31,32,50–58], in which a sizeable top-quark
Yukawa coupling and a relatively light charged Higgs
boson are simultaneously presented.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
outline the framework of Uð1Þ-symmetric 2HDM and
analyze the Higgs mass spectrum. In Sec. III, we
discuss the dominant contributions to the muon g − 2
from the two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams, and then in
Sec. IV the constraints from the B-physics observables
are investigated. Our conclusions are finally made in
Sec. V. Details of the relevant formulas are relegated to
the Appendix.
II. Uð1Þ-SYMMETRIC 2HDM
In the 2HDM, the CP-conserving scalar potential with a
softly broken Z2 symmetry can be written as [11,59]
V ¼ m21 Φ†1 Φ1 þ m22 Φ†2 Φ2 − ðm212 Φ†1 Φ2 þ H:c:Þ
λ1 †
λ
ðΦ1 Φ1 Þ2 þ 2 ðΦ†2 Φ2 Þ2 þ λ3 Φ†1 Φ1 Φ†2 Φ2
2
2


λ5 †
†
†
2
þ λ4 Φ1 Φ2 Φ2 Φ1 þ
ðΦ Φ Þ þ H:c: ;
2 1 2
þ

ð4Þ

where Φ1 and Φ2 are the two Higgs doublets, and m212 and
λ5 are real parameters. We will consider the SM-like limit
[59–64] in which the CP-even neutral scalar h mimics the
SM Higgs and its couplings to gauge bosons and
fermions attain the corresponding SM values, namely,
β − α ¼ π=2, where α denotes the mixing angle of the
two neutral scalars, and tan β ≡ v2 =v1 with v21 þ v22 ¼ v2 ¼
ð246 GeVÞ2 . In such a limit, the parameters λ1−5 can be
expressed in terms of the physical scalar masses, tan β and
m212 , as [59,65]
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λ1 v2 ≃ −m212 tan3 β þ M 2H tan2 β þ M2h ;
λ2 v2 ≃ −

m212
M2
þ M 2h ;
þ H
tan β tan2 β

λ3 v2 ≃ −m212 tan β þ 2M2H − M 2H þ M2h ;
λ4 v2 ≃ m212 tan β þ M 2A − 2M2H ;
λ5 v2 ≃ m212 tan β − M2A ;

ð5Þ

which are valid for tan β ≫ 1. Here, M h;H and MA are the
masses of scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons, respectively, while MH is the charged Higgs boson mass.
As in our previous work [34], we introduce a Uð1Þ
symmetry with the charge assignment LðΦ1 Þ ¼ 0 and
LðΦ2 Þ ¼ −1, leading to λ5 ¼ 0, while m212 is the only soft
symmetry breaking source in the Higgs sector. In this case,
one can see immediately from Eq. (5) that, in the large
tan β ≫ 1 regime, a large mass splitting between M H and
MA would prompt a too large λ1 , spoiling therefore the
validity of perturbativity. Moreover, the perturbativity criterion of λ3;4 constrains the mass splitting between MA and
MH . On the other hand, the bounded-from-below conditions (see, e.g.,pRef.
require
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ[11]) on the scalar potential
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
λ1;2 ≥ 0, λ3 ≥ − λ1 λ2 and λ3 þ λ4 − jλ5 j ≥ − λ1 λ2 . In
addition, the perturbative unitarity of the S-matrix for scalar
and longitudinal vector boson scattering puts tight bounds
on the Higgs boson masses [66–70]. Finally, the mass
spectrum can also have a significant impact on the oblique
parameters S, T, and U [71,72].
Taking all these constraints into account, we will adopt
the perturbativity criteria jλi j ≤ π=2 [13] and the perturbative unitarity bounds ja0i; j ≤ 1=2, with a0i; being the
eigenvalues of the s-wave amplitude matrix for the elastic
scattering of two-body bosonic states [24], as well as the 1σ
ranges of S, T, and U parameters [7], with the corresponding formulas collected in the Appendix. In Fig. 1, we show
the mass regions allowed in the (M A , MA − M H ) plane by
these constraints with tan β ¼ 50, where the blue, red, and
black boundaries correspond to M H ¼ 200, 300, and
400 GeV, respectively. One can see clearly from the figure
the nearly degenerate pattern in the masses of scalar and
pseudoscalar Higgs bosons. Furthermore, the mass of the
charged Higgs boson is restricted by the difference
jMH − M A;H j ≲ 100 GeV. More thorough analyses could
also be found, e.g., in Refs. [21,73,74].
We should emphasize that, except for the custodial
symmetry that protects MA ≃ MH [72,75] or the twisted
custodial symmetry that protects M H ≃ MH [72,76], there
exists no symmetry protecting M H ≃ MA . Then, for large
tree-level M H and M A , the radiative self-energy corrections
may generate dangerous mass splitting between M H and
MA , and hence violate the constraints under discussion. To
this end, we require the (pseudo)scalar masses to be
relatively small, e.g., M H;A ≃ 100 and M H ≃ 200 GeV.
Such a relatively light charged Higgs boson is also
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Typical two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams with the
top (τ) loop. (b) New sets of two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams
with the top-bottom (bottom-top) loop.

In this paper, we generalize the previously studied
texture of the up-quark Yukawa coupling to1
0

FIG. 1. Mass regions allowed in the (M A , M A − M H ) plane by
the theoretical and experimental constraints (see the text). The
blue, red, and black boundaries correspond to M H ¼ 200, 300,
and 400 GeV, respectively.

motivated by a feasible explanation for the muon g − 2
excess under the tight constraints from the B-physics
observables, as will be discussed in subsequent sections.
III. MUON ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT
IN THE DEGENERATE REGIME
The Uð1Þ symmetry was also used to constrain the
Yukawa coupling textures [34]. Here we assume that the
Uð1Þ symmetry in the quark sector is only an approximate
one and allow it to be broken by an additional term in the
up-quark sector, treating the coupling Y u1 as perturbation
[49] under the following Uð1Þ-charge assignment:
LðQLi Þ ¼ 0, LðdRi Þ ¼ 1, LðuRi Þ ¼ −1, LðΦ1 Þ ¼ 0, and
LðΦ2 Þ ¼ −1. Note that we do not include any perturbation
in the down-quark sector, as it confronts more severe
constraints from flavor physics and collider experiments
[29,49,77,78]. As a consequence, the scalar-fermion interaction Lagrangian in our scenario is specified as
−Lint ¼ Q̄L ðY u1 Φ̃1 þ Y u2 Φ̃2 ÞuR þ Q̄L Y d Φ2 dR
þ ĒL Y l Φ1 eR þ ĒL ðY ν1 Φ̃1 þ Y ν2 Φ̃2 ÞN R þ H:c:;

ð6Þ

where Φ̃i ¼ iτ2 Φi , with τ2 being the Pauli matrix. QL , EL ,
uR , dR , and eR denote the left-handed quark and lepton
doublets, the right-handed up-quark, down-quark, and
charged-lepton singlets, respectively. The right-handed
neutrino singlet N R was introduced to account for the small
neutrino mass and the RKðÞ anomaly [34]. Note that similar
frameworks relevant to the muon g − 2 are discussed in
Refs. [79–81].

0

0

1
B
Xu1 ≡ pﬃﬃﬃ V uL Y u1 V u†
0
R ¼ @0
2
0 ϵtc

0

1

C
ϵct A;

ð7Þ

ϵtt

where V uL;R denote the basis transformation matrices in the
up-quark sector. The Yukawa texture in Eq. (7) was studied
in the general 2HDM, namely, the type-III 2HDM, with or
without the Cheng-Sher ansatz [29,34,49,77,78,82–86]. It
has been pointed out that a nonzero ϵtc can improve the
discrepancy observed in RDðÞ [34,49,84], while Oð1Þϵtt is
required to explain the RKðÞ anomaly [34]. It will be shown
in this section that Oð1Þϵtt is also responsible for resolving
the muon g − 2 anomaly. On the other hand, the large
contributions from ϵtt to B̄ → Xs γ and Bs − B̄s mixing can
be canceled to a large extent, if a nonzero ϵct is presented at
the same time [29,77,78,85], as will be discussed in Sec. IV.
In our scenario, the two crucial elements for addressing
the muon g − 2 excess are (i) a sizeable ϵtt and (ii) a
relatively light charged Higgs boson. They provide the
dominant contributions to the muon g − 2 via the typical
two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams shown in Fig. 2(a)
[31,32,50–58], as well as the new sets of two-loop BarrZee-type diagrams shown in Fig. 2(b) [31]. For Fig. 2(a),
the fermion loops come from the top quark and the τ lepton,
while the bottom-quark loop has a suppression factor
1= tan β in the large tan β regime and there is no neutrino
loop. Note that the amplitude with the photon propagator
replaced by that of the Z boson is suppressed by a factor
−1=4 þ sin2 θW ≈ −0.02 [52].
As for the new sets of two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams
discussed in Ref. [31], we would like to make the following
remarks. Due to the assumption of CP conservation in the
In this case, for tan β ¼ Oð50Þ and jϵct;tc;tt j ≤ Oð1Þ, the quark
masses and mixings can be reproduced without a significant
degree of fine tuning [29,49,77]. At the same time, the particular
texture of Eq. (7), together with the favored parameter regions of
the corresponding entries, provides a phenomenologically viable
scenario for our purpose.
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FIG. 3. Dependence of Δaμ on the pseudoscalar mass M A with
different values of the top-Yukawa coupling ϵtt . The green band
corresponds to the 1σ range of Δaμ given by Eq. (3).

scalar potential, there are neither AH  H ∓ nor AW  W ∓
couplings. Then, contributions from all the diagrams
involving these vertices shown in Fig. 2 would vanish.
Meanwhile, the contribution involving the HH H∓ vertex
is suppressed in the large tan β regime, because the
HH H∓ coupling is proportional to 1= tan β (we have
confirmed this point with the code SARAH [87]). Finally,
due to the absence of the HW  W ∓ coupling in the SM-like
limit, there exist no contributions from the diagrams
involving this vertex either. Therefore, in our scenario,
the diagrams shown in Fig. 2(b) with the top-bottom
(bottom-top) loop should give the dominant contributions
among all these two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams. We
should also mention that, although the heavy neutrino with
mass around the electroweak scale is introduced in our
framework, we need not consider its contribution coming
from Fig. 2(b) with the light neutrino propagator replaced
by that of the heavy neutrino N, because the Oð1ÞH Nμ∓
coupling considered in Ref. [34] is compensated by the
small W  Nμ∓ one [88–91].
Based on these observations, we will only consider the
two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams shown in Fig. 2. The
corresponding amplitudes as well as the one-loop contributions generated by the H, A, and H propagators are
collected in the Appendix. In the numerical analysis, we fix
tan β ¼ 50 and MH ¼ M H;A þ 100 GeV which is allowed
by the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the heavy
neutrino mass is fixed at 200 GeV and an Oð1Þ neutrino
Yukawa coupling is adopted [34] (see the Appendix). The
total NP contributions to the muon g − 2 are shown in Fig. 3,
where the dependence of Δaμ on the pseudoscalar mass MA
with different values of the top-Yukawa coupling ϵtt is
displayed. It can be seen that the 1σ range of Δaμ given by
Eq. (3) can be accommodated depending on the values
of the top-Yukawa coupling ϵtt and the (pseudo)scalar mass
MHðAÞ . For ϵtt ¼ −0.5, we obtain 20 ≲ MH;A ≲ 70 GeV,
while for ϵtt ¼ −0.75, the allowed mass region increases
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to 50 ≲ M H;A ≲ 160 GeV; however, with ϵtt ¼ −1 and
MH;A ≲ 100 GeV, the resulting Δaμ would exceed the
1σ range.
It is worth mentioning that the recent lattice QCD
calculations [92,93] of the leading-order hadronic vacuum
polarization contribution to the muon g − 2 obtained
consistent results that are larger than the previous ones
(see, e.g., Ref. [94] and references therein). If these results
are confirmed, the discrepancy between the SM prediction
and the experimental measurement will be diluted. This in
turn indicates that, if NP really exists as the one considered
here, it will be unnecessary to invoke large ϵtt and small
MH to account for the muon g − 2 excess, making
therefore the scenario considered much easier to avoid
the tight constraints from the B-physics observables.
It should also be mentioned that the two-loop Barr-Zeetype diagrams shown in Fig. 2(b) can also give a contribution to the radiative decay μ → eγ if the final lepton is
replaced with an electron. However, the amplitude would
ν
carry an additional factor U νμj Uν
ej , where U represents the
full 6 × 6 neutrino mixing matrix, in the convention specified in Ref.
P[34]. Therefore, the amplitude would be proportional to 3j¼1 U νμjþ1 U ν
ejþ1 ≡ 2ημe , where η represents the
nonunitary effect of the neutrino mixing matrix [91].
Following the effective Lagrangian method [49] and taking
the 2σ upper bound, j2ημe j ≲ Oð10−5 Þ [91], we would obtain
Bðμ → eγÞ ≲ Oð10−15 Þ, which is 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than the current bound, 4.2 × 10−13 [95]. We can
therefore conclude that our explanation for the muon g − 2
discrepancy does not conflict with the stringent constraint
from μ → eγ.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM B-PHYSICS
OBSERVABLES
In this section, we analyze the tight constraints from the
B-physics observables, concentrating on the branching
ratio of the inclusive B̄ → X s γ decay and the mass difference in the Bs − B̄s mixing, as the sizeable top-Yukawa
coupling ϵtt and the relatively small charged Higgs boson
mass give large contributions to these observables
[29,77,78,85].
A. B̄ → X s γ
The low-energy effective Hamiltonian for the inclusive
B̄ → Xs γ decay is given by
8
X
4G
b→sγ
¼ − pﬃﬃFﬃ V ts V tb
Ci ðμÞOi ðμÞ;
Heff
2
i¼1

ð8Þ

where the current-current operators O1;2 and the QCDpenguin operators O3−6 could be found, e.g., in Ref. [96],
while the dipole operators O7γ and O8g are defined, respectively, as
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e
mb s̄σ μν PR bFμν ;
16π 2
g
O8g ¼ s 2 mb s̄σ μν PR T a bGaμν :
16π
O7γ ¼

ð9Þ

Note that the primed operators O07γ;8g that are obtained from
Eq. (9) by replacing PR with PL need not be included in
Eq. (8), because the Wilson coefficients of these operators are
suppressed by ms =mb relative to those coming from O7γ;8g in
the SM and are zero in our scenario due to the absence of
FCNCs in the down-quark sector.
Following Ref. [97], the branching ratio of the inclusive
B̄ → Xs γ decay can be expressed as
BðB̄ → Xs γÞ ¼ R½jC7γ ðμb Þj2 þ NðEγ Þ;

ð10Þ

where R is an overall factor and determined to be R ¼
2.47 × 10−3 [98,99], while NðEγ Þ denotes the nonperturbative correction, with NðEγ Þ ¼ ð3.6  0.6Þ × 10−3 [98] for
a photon-energy cutoff Eγ > 1.6 GeV in the B̄-meson rest
frame. The Wilson coefficient C7γ ðμb Þ can be decomposed
into the sum of the SM and the NP contributions,
NP
C7γ ðμb Þ ¼ CSM
7γ ðμb Þ þ C7γ ðμb Þ:

ð11Þ

For the SM part, we adopt the result at the next-to-next-to
leading order in QCD, which gives BSM
sγ ¼ð3.360.23Þ×
10−4 for Eγ > 1.6 GeV [100,101], while for the NP contribution, we use the leading-order result at the scale
μb ¼ Oðmb Þ,
NP
NP
CNP
7γ ðμb Þ ¼ κ 7 C7γ ðμH Þ þ κ 8 C8g ðμH Þ;

ð12Þ

NP
where the Wilson coefficients CNP
7γ ðμH Þ and C8g ðμH Þ at the
initial scale μH ¼ OðM H Þ are collected in the Appendix.
For the numerical study, we take the magic numbers
κ7 ¼ 0.524 and κ 8 ¼ 0.118 evaluated at μH ¼ 200 and
μb ¼ 2.5 GeV [97].

B. Bs − B̄s mixing
Adopting the overall normalization of the SM contribution, the low-energy effective Hamiltonian for Bs − B̄s
mixing can be written as
ΔB¼2
Heff

 5

3
X
G2F ðV tb V ts Þ2 2 X
¼
MW
Ci Oi þ
C̃i Õi ;
16π 2
i¼1
i¼1

ð13Þ

where the four-quark operators could be found, e.g., in
Refs. [102,103]. In our scenario, only the Wilson coefficient C1 of the operator
O1 ¼ ðb̄α γ μ PL sα Þðb̄β γ μ PL sβ Þ

ð14Þ

receives a significant NP contribution, while the NP
contributions to the other Wilson coefficients are either
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absent as no FCNCs occur in the down-quark sector or
suppressed by 1= tan β in the large tan β regime. This can
also be understood, e.g., from Refs. [77,85].
A prominent constraint from the Bs − B̄s mixing is due
to the mass difference between the two mass eigenstates of
the neutral Bs mesons, which is given as ΔMs ¼ 2jM s12 j,
where M s12 is the off-diagonal element in the Bs -meson
mass matrix, with the known SM result given by [104–106]
M s;SM
¼
12

G2F
ðV  V ts Þ2 M2W M Bs f 2Bs η̂B BS0 ðxt Þ;
12π 2 tb

ð15Þ

where MBs and f Bs are the Bs -meson mass and decay
constant, respectively. The factor η̂B encodes the shortdistance QCD corrections [107], while the bag parameter B
[108], together with the decay constant f Bs , parametrizes
all the long-distance QCD effect contained in the hadronic
matrix element hB̄s jO1 jBs i. Note that a different convention
for the QCD correction and the bag parameter is also used in
the literature through the relation η̂B B ≡ ηB B̂ (see, e.g.,
Ref. [109] and the relevant discussions in Refs. [106,110]).
The Inami-Lim function S0 ðxt ≡ ðmt ðmt ÞÞ2 =M2W Þ ≈ 2.39
[111] is calculated from the W-boson box diagrams with
two internal top-quark exchanges, the value of which is
obtained with the central value of the top-quark MS mass
mt ðmt Þ [112].
Normalizing to the SM contribution, we can express
ΔMs in the presence of NP contributions as
NP
ΔMs ¼ ΔMSM
s j1 þ Δs j;

ð16Þ

−1
NP
[105] and ΔNP
where ΔMSM
s ¼ð18.32.7Þps
s ¼C1 ðμH Þ=
ð4S0 ðxt ÞÞ. The Wilson coefficient CNP
1 ðμH Þ evaluated at
μH ¼ OðM H Þ is given in the Appendix. It should be
mentioned that, in obtaining Eq. (16), we have assumed
that the renormalization group running effect on the NP
contributions [102,103] from the initial scale μH down to
the low scale μb is identical to that in the SM part (which is
encoded in the factor η̂B ). This approximation is quite
reasonable, because the charged Higgs boson mass is
considered to be around the electroweak scale, being not
far from the top-quark mass.

C. Combined constraints from BðB̄ → X s γÞ and ΔM s
We now proceed to analyze the combined constraints
from the branching ratio BðB̄ → Xs γÞ and the mass difference ΔMs . To this end, we confront our theoretical
predictions with the 1σ ranges of the world-averaged
results compiled by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group
for these two observables [113]: Bexp
sγ ¼ ð3.32  0.15Þ ×
−1
10−4 for Eγ >1.6GeV and ΔM exp
s ¼ ð17.757  0.021Þ ps .
In Fig. 4, by fixing ϵtc ¼ 0.1 in light of the combined fits
for RDðÞ and B−c → τ− ν̄ [34,84], we show the allowed
parameter space in the (ϵtt , ϵct ) plane, with M H ¼ 200,
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FIG. 4. Allowed parameter space in the (ϵtt , ϵct ) plane under the
combined constraints from B̄ → X s γ decay and Bs − B̄s mixing.
The regions with blue, red, and black boundaries correspond to
M H ¼ 200, 300, and 400 GeV, respectively.

300, and 400 GeV, corresponding to the blue, red,
and black boundaries, respectively. We can see clearly
from this figure that it is possible to allow ϵtt ¼ −0.75
and MH ¼ 200 GeV even with a tightly constrained
ϵct ∶ − 0.04 ≲ ϵct ≲ −0.06. It is therefore concluded that
the parameter region with large ϵtt and small MH required
by the muon g − 2 excess can still be reached under the
tight constraints from these two observables.
Finally, let us discuss briefly the compatibility of our
scenario with the direct collider constraints. In a framework
similar to what is considered here, it has been found that the
neutral and charged Higgs bosons with masses being as
light as 200 GeV are still compatible with the current LHC
constraints [114,115]. For a pseudoscalar boson being
lighter than the top quark, it is also found that the
constraints from the top-quark decay and the same-sign
top pair production at the LHC still allow M A ≃ 150 GeV,
while the 13 TeV LHC direct constraints on the charged
Higgs boson mass would be weaker than those from the
indirect B-meson physics [83]. More detailed analysis with
scalar masses being around 200 GeV can also be found,
e.g., in Ref. [84]. Regarding the LEP constraints, the
current bound on the charged Higgs boson mass is M H >
80 GeV [116], while the 95% C.L. lower bound of the
neutral scalars is 95 GeV in the limit where M H ≃ MA
[86,117]. Based on the observations, we can therefore
conclude that the preferred region found in this paper is
compatible with both the LHC and LEP constraints.
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different global Uð1Þ charges, the two additional neutral
Higgs bosons would become nearly degenerate in the large
tan β regime, due to the constraints from both theoretical
arguments and experimental measurements. As a result, it
is impossible to address the muon g − 2 anomaly in this
framework, because a significant mass splitting between
the scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons, as is generally
required in the usual 2HDMs, cannot be realized. However,
with an Oð1Þ top-Yukawa coupling and a relatively light
charged Higgs boson mass (≃200 GeV), we found that
there exist large contributions to the muon g − 2 arising
from the two-loop Barr-Zee-type diagrams, in spite of a
large cancellation between the scalar and pseudoscalar
sectors, providing therefore an explanation for the muon
g − 2 excess at the 1σ level. At the same time, the required
top-Yukawa coupling and charged Higgs boson mass can
also survive the tight constraints from the branching ratio of
the inclusive B̄ → Xs γ decay and the mass difference in the
Bs − B̄s mixing.
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APPENDIX: MASTER FORMULAS FOR FLAVOR
PROCESSES CONSIDERED
In this Appendix, we collect the relevant expressions for
the oblique parameters S, T, and U, the well-known oneand two-loop Barr-Zee-type contributions to the muon
g − 2, and the relevant Wilson coefficients in the inclusive
B̄ → Xs γ decay and the Bs − B̄s mixing, in the framework
of Uð1Þ-symmetric 2HDM.
1. Oblique parameters
Following Refs. [71,72], the oblique parameters S, T,
and U in the SM-like limit are given, respectively, by
S¼

½B22 ðM2Z ; M 2H ; M 2A Þ − B22 ðM2Z ; M 2H ; M 2H Þ
;
πM 2Z

T¼

1
½FðM2H ; M2H Þ þ FðM 2H ; M2A Þ
16πsin2 θW M2W
− FðM 2H ; M 2A Þ;

SþU ¼

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated that in the Uð1Þsymmetric 2HDM, where the two Higgs doublets carry
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ðA1Þ

ðA2Þ

1
½B22 ðM 2W ;M 2H ; M2A Þ
πM 2W

þ B22 ðM2W ; M2H ;M 2H Þ − 2B22 ðM 2W ;M 2H ; M2H Þ;
ðA3Þ
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 2
GF m2μ
mμ
m2μ 7
2
p
ﬃﬃ
ﬃ
ΔaH;A
−
ln
¼
tan
β
−
μ
M 2H
M 2H 6
4 2π 2


m2μ
m2μ 11
;
þ 2 ln 2 þ
6
MA
MA

with
B22 ðq2 ;m21 ;m22 Þ ¼ B22 ðq2 ;m21 ;m22 Þ − B22 ð0;m21 ;m22 Þ;


1
1 2
2
2
¼ ðΔ þ 1Þ m1 þ m2 − q
4
3
Z 1
1
−
dx X lnðX − iϵÞ;
2 0
 
xþy
xy
x
−
ln
;
Fðx; yÞ ¼
2
x−y
y

ðA4Þ

B22 ðq2 ; m21 ; m22 Þ


ΔaH
μ

ðA5Þ
ðA6Þ

2
where X ≡ m21 x þ m22 ð1 − xÞ − q2 xð1 − xÞ, and Δ ≡ 4−d
þ
lnð4πÞ − γ in d-dimensional space-time.

GF m2μ α X f 2 i i i
ðaÞ
Δaμ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ 2
N c Qf rf yμ yf gi ðrif Þ;
4 2π π i;f

ðA7Þ

with
Z
gi ðri f Þ ¼

0

1

dx

N i ðxÞ
xð1 − xÞ
ln
;
i
xð1 − xÞ − r f
ri f

J ðxÞ ¼

ðbÞ

Δaμ ¼

αm2μ N c jV tb j2
m
tan β t ϵtt
3
2
2
2
v
32π sin θW ðM H − MW Þ
Z 1
×
½Qt x þ Qb ð1 − xÞxð1 þ xÞ
0
  2

 2

mt
m2b
mt m2b
× G
−
G
;
;
;
M2H M2H
M 2W M2W

Gðra ; rb Þ ¼

xð1 − xÞ − ra x − rb ð1 − xÞ

:

ðA13Þ

3. Wilson coefficients in B̄ → X s γ decay
and Bs − B̄s mixing
For the inclusive B̄ → Xs γ decay, in our scenario, only
and CNP
8g ðμH Þ get a significant NP contribution
from the one-loop penguin diagram with charged Higgs
boson exchange. They are given as [29,77,78,85]

CNP
7γ ðμH Þ

CNP
7γ;8g ðμH Þ



v2 V cs
2
¼ 2
ϵct ϵtt þ jϵtt j E7;8 ðyt Þ
mt V ts
þ

v2
jϵtc j2 E7;8 ðyc Þ;
m2c

ðA14Þ

where yt;c ≡ m2t;c =M2H , and the scalar functions E7;8 are
defined by
E7 ðyÞ ¼

y½ð18y2 − 12yÞ ln y − 8y3 þ 3y2 þ 12y − 7
;
72ðy − 1Þ4

E8 ðyÞ ¼

yð−6y ln y − y3 þ 6y2 − 3y − 2Þ
;
24ðy − 1Þ4

ðA9Þ

where V tb is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
element, and
b ð1−xÞ
lnðra xþr
xð1−xÞ Þ

2x3 þ 3x2 − 6x2 ln x − 6x þ 1
:
ðx − 1Þ4

Note that, in obtaining ΔaH;A
μ , we have neglected the

4
4
Oðmμ =MH;A Þ terms. The first term in ΔaH
stems from
μ
the diagram with light neutrino propagator, while the second
term is from the heavy neutrino propagator [118]. In line
with our previous work [34], we take the muon-philic
coupling x2 ¼ 1 and the heavy neutrino mass M ¼
200 GeV during the numerical analysis.

ðA8Þ

where GF is the Fermi constant and α is the fine-structure
constant; ri f ¼ m2f =M2i with i ¼ H, A, and mf , Qf and N fc
are the mass, the electric charge (in unit of the elementary
charge), and the number of colors for fermion f ¼ t, τ,
respectively; N H ðxÞ ¼ 2xð1 − xÞ − 1 and N A ðxÞ ¼ 1. In
our scenario, the fermion couplings of neutral Higgs bosons
v
A
H
A
are given by yH
μ;τ ¼ −yμ;τ ¼ tan β and yt ¼ yt ¼ mt ϵtt .
The amplitude for the new sets of two-loop Barr-Zeetype diagrams shown in Fig. 2(b) is given by [31,49]

ðA12Þ

with

2. Formulas for muon g − 2
The amplitude for the typical two-loop Barr-Zee-type
diagrams shown in Fig. 2(a) is given by [31,32,50–58]

 
GF m2μ
m2μ
1
2
−
¼ pﬃﬃﬃ 2 tan β 2
6
MH
4 2π
   2
2 m2
jx j
1
M
μ
− J
;
þ 22 2
6
16π MH
M 2H

ðA11Þ

ðA10Þ

The well-known one-loop amplitudes generated by the
neutral and charged Higgs boson propagators are given by
[31,32,50–58]

ðA15Þ

which can be found, e.g., in Refs. [29,77,78,85,96].
For the Bs − B̄s mixing, in our scenario, the dominant
NP contribution to the mass difference ΔM s comes from
the one-loop box diagrams involving the charged Higgs
boson exchange, and only the Wilson coefficient C1 is
significantly affected (see the text). The total NP contributions to C1 at the initial scale μH ¼ OðM H Þ can be
written as
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HWðGÞ

HH
CNP
1 ðμH Þ ¼ C1 ðμH Þ þ C1

ðμH Þ:

ðA16Þ

The part of CNP
1 ðμH Þ from the pure charged Higgs boson
box diagrams can be written as
CHH
1 ðμH Þ

4v4
¼− 2
MW
þ
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while the part from the H -W  and H -G box diagrams
is given by


8v2 m2t V cs 
HWðGÞ
2
C1
ðμH Þ ¼
ϵ ϵ þ jϵtt j
V ts ct tt
M2W
× ½M2W D0 ðM 2W ; M2H ; m2t ; m2t Þ

jϵtc j4 D00 ðm2c ; m2c ; M 2H ; M 2H Þ

− D00 ðM2W ; M 2H ; m2t ; m2t Þ;

V 2cs 2 2
ϵtt ϵct D00 ðm2t ; m2t ; M2H ; M2H Þ
V 2ts

V cs
ϵ ϵ jϵ j2 ½D00 ðm2t ; m2c ; M2H ; M2H Þ
V ts tt ct tc

2
2
2
2
þ D00 ðmc ; mt ; MH ; MH Þ ;
ðA17Þ

þ
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